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In order to operate today’s most demanding legal  
software successfully, which cloud you choose is just as  
important as the software you select. In order to guarantee an  
exceptional cloud experience, firms must consider the  
network, technology, and security of where their software 
resides. For this reason, PerfectLaw® has partnered with 
the nation’s top data center, Verizon’s Terremark NAP of 
the Americas, to ensure that your PerfectLaw software 
runs as efficiently from the cloud as it would from your  
local desktop.



T erremark’s flagship facility, the NAP of the Americas is one of the most 
significant telecommunications projects in the world. It was the first 
purpose-built, carrier-neutral Network Access Point in the U.S. and is 
the only facility of its kind specifically designed to link Latin America 

with the rest of the world. Contrary to legal industry competitors (which are typi-
cally hosting in small regional hosting bureaus with limited access to rapid  
telecommunication networks), PerfectLaw’s® data center is the only location in the U.S. 
where Optical, Ethernet, MPLS, Voice, and Internet traffic is handed off in a single 
location. Located in downtown Miami, PerfectLaw benefits from access to numerous 
telecommunications carrier facilities, fiber loops, international cable landings, and 
multiple power grids. By utilizing the NAP of the Americas, which is one of only 
five cloud-enabled data-centers in the country, PerfectLaw ensures that your software 
always delivers from the very high speed performance of the real cloud.

In order to simulate their cloud experience, many software vendors have chosen to rely on proprietary AS400 technology. While 
this platform was the standard 25 years ago, it has lost its ability to stay current with today’s fast-paced technology environment due 

to its costly equipment, increased resources, and specialized IT staff requirements. 
By contrast, PerfectLaw utilizes the latest in virtualization technology. This means 
PerfectLaw® installations can be replicated and maintained by most Microsoft® Certi-
fied IT Professionals on the latest hardware, thus lowering the cost of ownership and 
ensuring your firm has access to today’s top IT talent.

While your network and technology choices are essential to an effective cloud ex-
perience, security is paramount to its success. To ensure proper security, PerfectLaw® 
runs its cloud from a 750,000 square foot Tier IV facility. Whereby most competitors 
are Tier I or II service bureaus with a single network connection and limited capaci-
ty, PerfectLaw’s® Tier-IV capabilities include dual connectivity and redundancy, N+2 
power, and comprehensive backup systems for the entire installation. PerfectLaw’s 
choice of data center provides 
the same level of security and per-
formance enjoyed by more than 
160 global network carriers who 

provide services to commercial customers and classified and unclassified govern-
ment clients. Access to the center is strictly scrutinized with thorough checks, guar-
anteeing clearance is only given to appropriately authorized personnel. Your data 
is protected by the same security measures relied upon by the most discerning 
government entities.

When making your next technology investment, consider the cloud as much as the 
software and rest assured you’ll always access your data reliably, consistently, and 
securely with PerfectLaw®.

For more information, contact your PerfectLaw® representative today.
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